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Welcome
Welcome to another newsletter…
In this issue, I answer the question, "What was the Ordo ex Veritas"?
As always, no hugs, just the facts… So let's jump right in…
Kind regards,
Campbell M Gold

Lifting the Veil
The Ordo ex Veritas (oev)
There is an inmost centre in us all
Where truth abides in fullness ... and 'to know'
Rather consists in opening out a way
Whence the imprisoned splendour may escape,
Than in effecting entry for a light
Supposed to be without.
(Robert Browning - 'Paracelsus')
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The Five
The last Neophytes of the o.e.v commenced their journey as initiates of Veritas in the summer of
1967; and in the Summer of 1974 only five remained, and they were sent forth into the world:
The Five Who Went Forth:
The Magician
The Healer
The Teacher
The Seer
The Confirmer

- Earth
- Water
- Fire
- Air
- Veritas

- To Sense
- To Feel
- To See
- To Project
- To Bear Witness

And that was it - each of the five knew that the others existed. However, each worked and practiced
alone, and never was contact made, nor desired.
Each of the five had two Teachers, one on the Physical side of the veil (mine was Conius Maculatus),
and one on the Etheric side of the veil (Mine was Quercus Majus).
Now, in this, the Summer of 1990, there is only one of the five who remains - The Confirmer - Veritas.
The other four have completed their work, and have departed.
Only the Confirmer has remained and he is to:
Observe, Consider, Speak, and Act.
And when it is time, he is to tell the tale of the o.e.v:
...and on that day... and in that place... the final song is sung...
He shall work alone,
for there in none else on the Physical side of the veil.
Ant thus it is… and thus shall it be...
(The Last Practitioner - Summer 1990)
--()-So, What is/was the Ordo ex Veritas?
The Ordo ex Veritas (order of reality) was a secret initiatory group that was founded during the
gathering spiritual darkness of the 1st Century AD. Its mandate was simple - to preserve, and pass to
succeeding generations, esoteric knowledge regarding man, his identity, his potential, and his past.
Thus the o.e.v was to continue to illuminate, teach, and heal, until man could free himself from
ignorance, illusion, and his uncontrolled cycles of reincarnation, and come to a full understanding of
who he is.
The o.e.v suggests that the individual has the potential to perceive and comprehend all things.
Therefore, he should believe nothing, and should prove all things through the cycles of personal
experience.
To exist is to experience,
and to expand
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is to find meaning in the experience.
(CMG)
--()-The Eternal Questions
By looking within, and exploring the facets of his nature, man can readily answer the following eternal
questions:
What is the secret of the universe?
The secret of the universe is existence,
and specifically your existence.
What is the purpose of life?
The purpose of life is the expansion of existence through personal experience,
and specifically the expansion of your existence.
What is the greatest experience?
The greatest experience that can be experienced is to love.
Not just belonging and physical love, but universal love itself.
Sophocles said:
'One word frees us of all the weight and pain of life: That word is love.'
What is the law upon which all things are predicated?
There is but one universal law, and that is:
'No conscious being may restrict, in any way,
the expansion of another conscious being.'
All other laws evolve from this one root.
--()-o.e.v Assertions
The o.e.v makes the following three assertions:
(Assertion 1)
The individual recognises his own unique existence. And further recognises that the purpose of life is
to expand that existence through chosen experiences.
In this the individual rejoices...
In Other Words:
'IDENTITY'
--()--
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(Assertion 2)
The individual recognises that he controls the reality that he has created. And further recognises that
he has the right to experience infinite control, power, and abundance.
In this the individual rejoices...
In Other Words:
'ABUNDANCE'
--()-(Assertion3)
The individual recognises that his existence equates to being immortal and eternal - he can never
cease to exist.
In this the individual rejoices...
In Other Words:
'IMMORTALITY'
--()-Summary of Existence
Existence, and the acceptance of existence, engenders, by expansion, the following realities:
1) Identity
2) Control, power, and abundance
3) Immortality, and the infinite existence of being
The o.e.v asserts the reality of existence, and the joyous expansion of that existence through
personal experience.
Give a man a fish, and you feed him for one meal.
Give a man a fishing rod, and he feeds himself for life
The o.e.v helps the individual to understand himself, and to create his own fishing rod
--()-Sunset
In 1976, except for the 'five', the o.e.v ceased to exist.
In 1990, when the Jongleur's Song was written, only one of the five remained.
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He that hath eyes shall understand both the black and the white,
and that which is occluded shall be revealed.
(cmg)
And yes…
...this day, this place,
the final refrain's been sung...`
(c.m.g (o.e.v) l.p)
--()-For more information on this topic,
and to review the Jongleur's Song,
please visit the CMG Archives on our website:

http://campbellmgold.com

Something to Ponder
Reality (Veritas)
It is clear that the path of Reality (Veritas) is the path of the 'Lone Seeker',
and the development of 'Inner Illumination' is not a group activity
Each individual, under the guidance of his own consciousness,
must make the journey alone
(cmg)
--()--

Universal Secret, Purpose, and Law
The Secret of the universe is 'Existence'
The Purpose of Life is the 'Expansion of Existence by personal Experience'
The First, and Only, Universal Law is that
'no conscious being may restrict, in any way,
the expansion of another conscious being'
(cmg)
--()-For more information on this topic,
please visit the CMG Archives on our website:

http://campbellmgold.com
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Health Bite
Please visit the "Health Archive" on our website for the latest Health Items.

http://campbellmgold.com

IMPORTANT
Any health information contained in this Newsletter is not meant as a substitute for advice
from your physician, or other health professional. The presented material is intended for
general interest only; and it should not be used to diagnose, treat, or cure any condition
whatever. If you are concerned about any health issue, symptom, or other indication, you
should consult your regular physician, or other health professional. Consequently, the Author
cannot accept responsibility for any individual who misuses the information contained in this
material. Thus, the reader is solely responsible for all of the health information contained
herein. However, every effort is made to ensure that the information in this material is
accurate; but, the Author is not liable for any errors in content or presentation, which may
appear herein.

Newsletter Back Issues
Back Issues of the "Campbell M Gold Newsletter" are located in the "Newsletter Archive" on our
website:

http://campbellmgold.com

Visit Us
Visit http://campbellmgold.com for more information,
special offers, and free gifts
Copyright © Campbell M Gold
Website: http://campbellmgold.com
Email: veritas@campbellmgold.com
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Thank You

--()-v0804
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